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The logo of Casino supermarket is pictured in Cannes, November 9, 2019.   REUTERS/Eric
Gaillard
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    -  2021 group trading profit down 12%, shares down 14%
    -  Focus on improving sales, cash flow, debt reduction in 2022
    -  Casino confident can complete disposal plan by end-2023

PARIS, Feb 25 (Reuters) - Casino shares slumped on Friday after the supermarket group
reported a 12% drop in operating profit on lower sales last year and reignited investor concerns
over high debts and low cash flows.

The French retailer, which has been selling assets to cut debt, said the pandemic had slowed
the pace of its disposal plan and it now aimed to complete the final 1.3 billion euro part of the
4.5 billion euro plan by the end of 2023.

It was confident sales momentum in France would recover this year and vowed to improve cash
flow generation while maintaining a "high level of profitability."
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But the forecasts did little to reassure investors. At 0924 GMT, Casino shares were down 14%
at 15.66 euros, at the bottom of France's SBF 120 index <.SBF 20>.

"The underlying cash burn of the French business is and should remain the real concern ... we
can't be sure that 2022 will be really easier and that cash-burn will stop in France," said Bryan
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Garnier analyst Clement Genelot.

Jefferies analysts said the desire to improve cash flows would be "challenged by a tough
domestic context of accelerating input pressures."

Casino, which ended 2021 with 562 million euros in cash and cash equivalents, said it would
not pay a dividend for 2021 in order to prioritise debt reduction.

At end-2021, consolidated net debt stood at 5.9 billion euros, against 4.6 billion a year earlier.

Group operating profit fell 12% to 1.19 billion euros in 2021. That reflected a 14% decline in
core profit in France, where same-store sales fell 5.4%, notably due to the impact of the
pandemic on the Paris region and on tourist flows. Sales remained robust in Brazil, Casino's
No.2 market. 

Casino, which controls Brazil's Grupo Pao de Acucar , said total group sales were 30.55 billion
euros, down 0.8% on a same-store basis.

To boost sales growth, Chief Executive Jean-Charles Naouri is banking on an accelerated
expansion in convenience stores such as Monoprix, Franprix and Naturalia, targeting the
opening of over 800 such stores in 2022, mainly under franchise.

To boost profitability, the group is looking to monetise client data, make savings from
purchasing deals - notably with France's Intermarche - and to focus more on e-commerce,
organic food, convenience stores and energy services.

Casino has a partnership with online British grocer Ocado (OCDO.L) , which they extended this
month to develop e-commerce logistics centres for retailers in France. 
read more 
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Casino's Monoprix supermarket arm has a deal with Amazon and Casino also recently sealed a
partnership with German quick commerce group Gorillas.  read more 
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Read more https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/french-retailer-casino-vows-boost-cash-20
21-operating-profit-falls-2022-02-25/
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